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INTRODUCTION

T-Tech Tattoo Device Inc. has been in the tattoo supply business for almost a 

decade. Since the very beginning, the primary goal of the company consistently 

remained the same – to innovate and diversify product availability for tattoo artists. 

While the first generation of T-Tech needles retains its international popularity 

across the tattoo community, the founder and leading engineer of the company 

continues working on his vision to innovate tattoo equipment and supplies. T-Tech 

engineers have spent the past few years on research, development, and testing, 

and now the second generation (Generation AS) of our cartridges is ready and 

available for purchase. 

This white paper focuses on understanding the concept and importance of the 

Generation AS T-Tech needle cartridge design innovation, the breakdown of the 

tattoo needle cartridge elements and their features, as well as it takes a look at the 

available products with an expanded list of configurations.
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN

The cartridge tips equipped with a patented design of ink capillaries adjust the flow 

of ink while tattooing, allowing it to dispense down the tip onto the skin gradually. 

This innovation prevents ink puddles, decreases the frequency of wiping the skin 

from excess ink, as well as allows the artist to better view the ink dispersion within 

the cartridge thanks to the new see-through cartridge tip design.

PRODUCT DETAILS
NEW CARTRIDGE CASING DESIGN

The tip

The body

The cap
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The new design of the cartridge casing system consists of three outer-shell parts:

Generation AS cartridge cases are equipped with a separate tip where the tolerance 

of the parts must be close enough to not only perfectly fit the body of the casing, 

but hold steady for at least 10 hours of non-stop running of the cartridge.

THE TIP1
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PRODUCT DETAILS

The tip equipped with the capillaries is functional and stylish, thanks to the hard 

work and design of our engineers. For best performance, the sleek capillaries are 

placed at the lower sides of the cartridge, which allows for continuous and smooth 

ink flow. 

While the capillaries appear to be small, they are engineered to be handled with the 

same ease as a regular cartridge. The new tips are easily cleaned from ink with 

water just as you would a regular cartridge when changing color or switching 

between configurations. 

To ensure the safety of the cartridge each lock part is equipped with a click-lock 

mechanism to fix the tip and the cap in place to the body of the cartridge casing. 

The locking mechanism allows for all parts to stay nicely intact for the whole 

duration of any tattoo session.

The ink handling capillary reservoirs are placed on the exterior encompassing the 

lower sides and partially the base of the cartridge tip. The design has been refined 

and perfected based on research, development and rigorous testing of the element. 

The tip of the cartridge case is an integral part of the Generation AS patented design 

innovation.

INK CAPILLARY RESERVOIRS
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PRODUCT DETAILS

The middle part of the cartridge shell is a separate element, which attaches tightly 

to the tip and the cap parts of the cartridge via a snap lock mechanism. The 

snap-locking mechanism prevents the three sections from detachment as well as 

locks them steadily in place for safety throughout the longest of tattooing sessions.

THE BODY2

To make the tattooing experience more precise, the nozzle of the cartridge tip offers 

an open-gap design to allow the artists a good view of the needle tip while 

tattooing. The bottom wall of the nozzle is thinned for additional accuracy during a 

session. The open-gap nozzle and thin profile tip elements of the design are 

preserved from the original Generation C (Gen1) needle cartridges design. Unlike its 

predecessor, the Generation AS tip is a separate and an entirely translucent piece, 

which allows for a better view of ink dispersion within the tip and its capillaries.

OPEN-GAP NOZZLE WITH THINNED WALLS

The separate tip element is equipped with a new structure for the eye to see the 

needle at a 45-degree angle. The curvature of the mouth opening allows tattoo 

artists to see better where the needle enters the skin and therefore tattooists are 

allotted better control and precision over their work. This enhancement is especially 

significant for line work, finer dot work, small tattoos and detailing on larger pieces.

A NEW ANGLE
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PRODUCT DETAILS

Internally, the needle bar remains customer-favorite as it was introduced with the 

original T-Tech’s Generation C tattoo needle cartridges. T-Tech works with top-tier 

steel suppliers and sources their stainless steel to manufacture our needle bars for 

both generations of product. Each needle bar is checked for consistency and 

sharpness via magnification tools. They are made to withstand over 10 hours of 

constant work and remain the same quality of sharp penetration throughout 

prolonged tattoo sessions.

NEEDLE BAR

The Generation AS internal design of the cap retains the rectangular inner guiding 

channel (opening) for the needle bar handle. The design was first introduced to the 

public with the original T-Tech Generation C cartridges to keep the needles straight 

and stable. The opening accommodates the rectangular molding structure of the 

needle bar that goes through it towards the plunger. In combination with fitted tips 

and the stabilizing mechanics of the elastic band, this feature further stabilizes all of 

our needle cartridges and prevents the needles from wobbling or turning regardless 

the configuration.

THE CAP3

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
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PRODUCT DETAILS

The second new feature offered with the second generation of T-Tech cartridges is 

the newly designed and patented cartridge seal (membrane). The engineering 

behind it allows our artists to safely use cartridges by protecting their equipment 

from accidental ink spillbacks. The design of the membrane functions not only as a 

protective barrier, but also as a stabilizing mechanism and active force for the 

internal needle bar. 

To ensure that the design of the seal does not hinder the performance of the 

cartridge, we have designed it to operate at the usual low voltage that our tattoo 

artists are used to from working with the original T-Tech tattoo needle cartridges. 

The improvements and design elements of the membrane allow it to stretch and fall 

back to its original size without adding additional strained force. This design for the 

protective membrane also ensures increased durability of the protective barrier.

Similar to working with T-Tech cartridges equipped with an elastic band, the 

protective barrier element is made from medical grade silicone meant to withstand 

long hours of operation. Following vigorous testing for durability, the results have 

concluded that the cartridge system is capable to work flawlessly for over 10 hours. 

PROTECTIVE BARRIER SEAL
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The new translucent cartridge tips are equipped with a patented design of ink 

capillaries which adjust the flow of ink while tattooing. The following features of the 

ink capillary element are introduced with Generation AS : 

•    Consistent and even ink flow for prolonged periods of time

•    Splatter prevention

•    Increased visibility of the tattooed region

•    Decreased frequency of wiping excess ink puddles 

•    Better visibility of the ink dispersion along the cartridge tip 

Additionally, the newly designed protective barrier allows for the following:

•    Protect against accidental ink spillbacks

•    Uses the same radial and axial force as the original elastic band 

•    Acts as a needle stabilization mechanism

•    Made from hypoallergenic durable medical grade silicone

•    Works well flawlessly for over 10 hours

NEW FEATURES
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T-Tech uses only premium manufacturers to produce all parts of our products. Just 

like Generation C, Generation AS cartridges use only medical grade materials of the 

highest quality. 

All the plastic and silicon parts are made of medical grade materials. The cartridge 

needles are made of Type 304 and 316 Stainless Steel. Each needle tip is checked 

for consistency to pass quality control. T-Tech has a specially built Cleanroom for 

assembly, built by ISO-8 standards of air purification. All cartridges are EO sterilized 

and individually packaged.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Generation AS tattoo needle cartridges are sold in boxes of 20 individually packaged 

items for single use. Every single item’s blister package contains indication labels 

that show sterilization, configuration and expiration date of the cartridge.

PACKAGING
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Many artists who use T-Tech products have asked us to increase configurations. At 

this time, T-Tech offers four new Bugpin configurations:

•    1007RM-L
•    1007M1-L
•    1009RM-L
•    1009M1-L

Please note that T-Tech currently offers only bugpins and standard needle diameters.
Bugpin needle diameter is 10 (0.30mm)
Standard needle diameter is 12 (0.35mm)

EXPANDED CONFIGURATIONS
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AVIALIABLE CONFIGURATIONS
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This white paper has gone into a detailed yet simple explanation about the 

Generation AS (second generation) of the T-Tech patented tattoo needle cartridge 

design. While many elements and mechanisms remain the same as the original 

Generation C cartridges, the engineers at T-Tech Tattoo Device Inc. have worked 

tirelessly to bring forth completely redefined cartridges to the market. The 

innovation of the cartridge casing tips now allows tattoo artists to work with better 

precision while tattooing for extended periods of time without having to dip the 

cartridges into ink, while the protective barrier keeps your equipment clean and 

worry-free from accidental spill backs. Due to the capillary action tips of the needle 

cartridge casing, the ink flow has been modified to dispense equally throughout the 

session, while providing the artists with the same high-quality materials and smooth 

cartridge work that they are used to from using the original Generation C cartridges. 

T-Tech also has expanded its available configurations, adding four new Bugpin 

needle configurations to the mix. To purchase the Generation AS tattoo needle 

cartridges and for more information, please visit www.ttechtattoo.com.

T-Tech Tattoo Device Inc.
1947 Leslie St.
Toronto, ON
M3B 2M3
647.800.79.42
ttechtattoo@gmail.com

CONCLUSION
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